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Ghost lights: a novel

Lydia Millet, 2011, FIC MILLET

Suspecting his wife, Susan, is cheating on him with a
younger coworker, Hal drunkenly volunteers to search
for their missing boss who vanished in a tropical
jungle in Belize.

Island 731

Jeremy Robinson, 2013
New Books FIC ROBINSON

On board a research vessel in the Pacific, expert
tracker Mark Hawkins is trapped on a tropical island
with the crew and uncovers evidence of the island’s
history as the site of a brutal World War II human
experimentation program.

Night moves

Randy Wayne White, 2013
New Books FIC WHITE

Unsure if he or his friend Tomlinson was the target
of a recent murder attempt, Doc Ford continues
investigating a near-poisoning, a plane crash, and an
explosion off Sanibel Island.

No regrets, no remorse:
a Sydney Simone mystery

R.F. Sharp, 2012, New Books, FIC SHARP

Sydney Simone helps injured clients find justice when
they have been failed by the system, and her latest
case forces her to prove an associate’s innocence in a
murder and expose a complex insurance fraud scheme.

On the Island

Tracey Garvis Graves, 2011, FIC GARVISGR

Stranded on an uninhabited island after their private
plane crashes, 30 year old Anna Emerson and 16 year
old T.J. Callahan, her tutee, struggle to survive and, as
the months pass, slowly fall in love.

Pineapple Grenade

Dorsey, Tim, 2008, FIC DORSEY

After a gutless corpse called, “Hollow Man” is found
on the beach and giant shark carcasses stuffed with
human limbs clog up a busy intersection, one-man
vigilante, Storm Serge, determined to be a spy, decides
to investigate.

Tropical depression

Laurence Shames, 1996, FIC SHAMES

A pill-popping lingerie businessman, Murray
Zemelman leaves his “boring” life in New Jersey to go
to Key West, where he and his Native American friend
find themselves fighting to save their money, lives and
new business – Key West’s first legal gambling parlor –
from a local Mafioso.

Under a vampire moon:
an Argeneau novel

Lynsay Sands, 2012, FIC SANDS

While on vacation in St Lucia, Carolyn Connor
falls victim to matchmaking schemes of Marguerite
Argeneau, who believes she is the perfect life mate for
Christian Notte, a vampire who has never known love.

